Asking about Suicide – a blog by a Time to Change York
Champion
When I was offered the chance, through work, to train as a mental health first aider (MHFA) in
November 2017 I jumped at the chance. I’d already been voted as ‘staff rep’ at work, a voluntary
role as a ‘confidant’ for staff to talk about any issues affecting their work. Issues ranged from
untidiness in the staff kitchen to serious illnesses and bereavement.
It was after I’d received my mental health first aider training and whilst talking with a colleague
who’d lost their spouse to cancer, and had become very unmotivated at work, that I first asked,
“have you been thinking about suicide?”. I’m certain that had I not undergone the MHFA training
and learnt how to ask about suicide sensitively and directly and, just as importantly, how to
respond to any answer to the question, then I know I wouldn’t have asked at all. The response I
received was, “not at the moment, but if you’d asked me six months ago, I would have said yes”.
Our conversation continued, with me mostly listening, and my colleague told me that just by
asking them directly about suicide they felt relieved that someone was willing to talk about the
‘elephant in the room’, and felt more confident that they may be able to voice their suicidal
thoughts in the future should they return.

“I’m certain that had I not undergone the MHFA training and learnt
how to ask about suicide sensitively and directly and, just as
importantly, how to respond to any answer to the question, then I
know I wouldn’t have asked at all.”
Speaking with my colleague that day also gave me more confidence to ask people if they are
having thoughts of suicide. It is not very often that I’m concerned enough about someone that I
have felt the need to ask, but I have asked a few more people over recent years, and this has
never ended ‘badly’ or never ‘caused’ anyone to become suicidal, it has simply opened up an
honest and rewarding conversation with a fellow human.
As someone who has experienced suicidal thoughts and attempts myself, I know that talking
about suicide does not put the idea into people’s heads. Personally, I find it incredibly beneficial
to be able to tell one of my closest friends, without judgement, when I am having thoughts of
suicide. I’m fortunate that I have a friend that listens (and really hears), does not panic, or judge
me negatively, and talking does help to stop my suicidal thoughts from turning into actions.

“...talking helps to stop my suicidal thoughts from turning into actions.”
I also have first hand experience of how difficult it can be to talk about suicidal thoughts and
feelings. It has taken me years and years to open up about my own suicidal behaviours, and the

biggest barriers for me were (and still are to a degree) fear and stigma – fear that I’d lose my job
and lose my friends (which can and does happen), and the stigma (a mark of disgrace associated
with a particular circumstance, quality, or person) that I’d wanted to end my life. Unfortunately,
the stigma of suicide still exists in abundance today. I believe that it is stigma that prevents people
from sharing their suicidal thoughts and behaviours, and that stigma ultimately costs lives. I think
that there needs to be adequate support networks and help in place for people experiencing
suicidal thoughts, but I strongly believe that talking about suicide, appropriately, sensitively, and
without judgement, is one of the most effective things we can all do to help prevent suicides, and
end its associated stigma.
To help me to talk about suicide prevention with increased confidence, I’ve also undertaken more
specific training in suicide prevention and there are a range of training available to suit different
budgets and timescales, such as:
•
•
•
•

Zero Suicide Alliance free training - Welcome to the Zero Suicide Alliance (ZSA)
SafeTALK - SafeTalk Suicide Prevention Course | LivingWorks
ASSIST - ASIST Suicide Prevention Training Program | LivingWorks
Mental Health First Aid - Mental Health First Aid starts with you · MHFA England

Time to Change York
This blog is written by a Time to Change York Champion. Champions are people with experience
of mental illness who share their experiences openly or anonymously to help break down myths
and stigmas associated with mental illness. To find out more about our work, please visit our
website: Time

to Change York - York CVS

Support
If you, or someone you know, are affected by the subject of suicide, the following organisations
may be able to help you:

•
•
•
•

Samaritans - Samaritans | Every life lost to suicide is a tragedy | Here to listen
CALM - Get Help - Campaign Against Living Miserably (thecalmzone.net)
StayALive – StayAlive - Essential suicide prevention for everyday life
Papyrus - Home | Papyrus UK | Suicide Prevention Charity (papyrus-uk.org)
In an emergency, call 999 and seek urgent medical assistance.

